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If   the   plans   articulated   in   the   Pentagon   City   Planning   Study   materialize,   
Pentagon   City   residents — particularly   its   lower-income   residents — will   end   up   with   
some   of   the   worst   access   to   open   public   green   space   in   the   county.     
  

Summary     
  

Through   its’    2019   Equity   Resolution ,   Arlington   County   articulated   a   goal   of   “[ensuring]   that   our   
actions   and   policies   implement   the   County’s   vision   in   an   equitable   way.”   As   Arlington   continues   
to   develop   into   a   larger   community,   it   will   be   increasingly   challenged   to   address   inequities   within   
access   to   unprogrammed,   green,   open   public   space   (OPS).   In   2021,   the   Arlington   Civic   
Federation   Parks   and   Recreation   Committee   completed   a    study    of   equity   for   OPS   access.   To   
meet   Arlington’s   equity   goals,   the   study   highlights   the   need   for   significant   additional   OPS   
resources,   particularly   in   lower-income   and   higher-density   areas,   where   the    need   for   public   green   
spaces   is   even   greater   as   they   are   sometimes   the   only   areas   for   recreation   and   access   to   nature.   
  

We   evaluated   whether   or   not   the    Pentagon   City   Planning   Study    (PCPS)   meets   the   county’s   
equity   goals.   We   reviewed   a   variety   of   illustrative   scenarios   for   Pentagon   City   and   evaluated   
OPS   access   under   these   scenarios.   We   evaluated   OPS   access   available   today   to   Pentagon   
City’s   8,000   current   residents,   and   compared   it   against   access   in   several   years   as   infill   
residential   development   materializes   and    Pentagon   City    admits   12,000   new   residents   for   a   total   
of   20,000   residents. 1    To   evaluate   how   much   new   OPS   would   be   needed   to   maintain   comparable   
access   for   Pentagon   City   residents,   we   evaluated   an   illustrative   scenario   in   which   parks   were   
built,   reconfigured,   or   expanded,   and   how   these   changes   would   affect   OPS   access   under   both   
current   population   figures   as   well   as   the   projected   population   increases.   We   find   that   the   plans   
so   far   articulated   within   the   PCPS   fail   to   meet   Arlington’s   equity   goals.   Specifically,   we   find   that:   
  

● Today,   Pentagon   City   residents,   particularly   those   in   lower-income   areas,   have   
very   poor   access   to   OPS.    Based   on   today’s   population   and   without   additional   
development,   we   found   that   a   large   number   of   Pentagon   City   residents—especially   a   
number   of   residents   living   in   an   area   of   Pentagon   City   with   a   median   income   less   than   

1  In   the   April,   2021   PCPS   presentation,    page   10    highlights   a   likely   2x   density   increase   for   most   parts   of   
Pentagon   City.   Subsequent   drawings   on   pages    25    and    26 ,   however,   indicate   a   much   greater   than   2x   
density   by   the   end   of   phase   4   for   the   area   around   River   House.   Page    16    of   the   presentation   appears   to   
suggest   comparable   levels   of   residential   development   to   the   east   of   Hayes   St.   Another   slide,   cited   in   the   
subsequent   section   of   this   paper,   highlights   at   least   a   2x   to   3x   increase   in   density.   Therefore,   we   assumed   
roughly   a   2.5   times   increase   in   density   across   Pentagon   City   concentrated   in   three   census   block   groups,   
described   below.   Based   on   the    current   population   of   8,000   residents ,   we   extrapolated   the   total   increase   in   
residents   to   about   12,000,   split   among   three   census   block   groups.     
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half   of   the   county’s   median   income   ($66,771)   —already   have   atypically   low   OPS   access   
compared   to   other   county   residents.     
  

● In   the   future,   as   density   increases,   Pentagon   City   residents   will   have   some   of   the   
worst   OPS   access   in   the   county.    Increasing   the   population   by   12,000   residents   would   
lead   to   levels   of   OPS   access   that   rank   among   the   worst   in   the   county.   The   decline   in   
OPS   is   particularly   acute   for   residents   living   in   lower-income   areas   of   Pentagon   City.   
  

● Equity   is   further   diminished   by   anticipated   loss   of   private   green   space   on   River   
House.    Pentagon   City   residents,   including   those   on   RiverHouse,   use   private-owned   
open   space   to   compensate   for   relatively   poor   access   to   county   OPS   resources.   Under   
current   development   plans,   they   lose   in   two   ways.   First,   much   of   that   privately-owned   
public   space   is   being   eliminated,   and   second,   the   remaining   reduced   space   will   be   
shared   with   more   people.   

  
● Moving   Grace   Murray   Hopper   Park   (Hopper   Park)   does   not   address   the   lack   of   

OPS.    A   PCPS   scenario   moving   Hopper   Park   south   provides   no   meaningful   improvement   
in   per   capita   access   OPS   over   a   scenario   in   which   the   park   is   not   moved.   Moreover,   
although   relocating   the   park   preserves   total   existing   public   open   space,   it   comes   at   the   
expense   of   two   acres   of   private   open   space,   leading   to   a   net   reduction   in   natural   green   
space   and   its   health,   environmental,   and   community   benefits.   

  
● Adding   over   eight   acres   of   net-new   OPS   would   maintain   most   residents’   access   to   

OPS.    We   find   that   increasing   about   eight   acres   of   OPS   would,   for   most   Pentagon   City   
residents,   maintain   comparable   access   to   county   OPS.   Nonetheless,   residents   would   
still   lose   access   to   private,   undesignated   natural   green   space.  

  
The   PCPS   fails   to   articulate   plans   to   increase   OPS   to   accommodate   density   increases.   
Currently,   the   PCPS   proposes   removing   an   existing   public   park   and   then   placing   an   easement   
on   an   existing   publicly   accessible,   private   green   space   parcel   to   the   south.   Although   county   staff   
in   PCPS   community   meetings   described   this   change   as   a   "park   expansion,"   the   data   shows   that   
this   “expansion”   does   not   meaningfully   improve   existing   OPS   access   conditions   for   future   
residents.   We   find   that   the   residents   in   Pentagon   City,   many   of   whom   are   in   elevator   buildings   
and   a   number   are   far   below   median   income,   would   end   up   with   some   of   the   worst   access   to   
OPS   in   the   county   under   the   plan   articulated   in   the   PCPS   planning   documents.     
  

The   presentations   for   the   PCPS   suggest   a   two   to   three   times   increase   in   density;   at   a   minimum,   
this   suggests   resident   growth   that   is   at   least   five   figures.   Even   with   just   12,000   new   residents,   
Pentagon   City   residents   need   a   robust   investment   in   new   OPS   parkland   and   conversion   of   
non-OPS   park   spaces   of   eight   acres,   just   to   maintain   its   current,   below-average   OPS   access.       
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Methodology   
We   evaluated   per   capita   OPS   access   for   residents   who   live   in   the   core   five   census   block   groups   
that   make   up   Pentagon   City.   
  

Table   1   shows   the   median   income   and   
populations   of   key   demographics   in   these   five   
block   groups   from   the   U.S.   Census   Bureau’s   
2018   five-year   American   Community   Survey.   All   
of   the   block   groups   have   incomes   that   are   
roughly   at   or   below   the   county   median   income   
of   $117,374.   The   block   groups   that   encompass   
Arlington   Ridge   and   the   River   House  
apartments   are   significantly   below   median   
income,   and   the   North   River   House   block   group   
(1035012)   has   a   median   income   of   $66,771,   far   
below   Arlington’s   median   income.     
  

Table   1:   Characteristics   of   Census   Block   Groups   in   Pentagon   City   

Sources:   U.S.   Census   Bureau’s   2018   Five-Year   American   Community   Survey;   authors’   estimates.   Since   that   survey,   
new   construction   has   come   online   such   as   The   Witmer,   which   have   already   begun   contributing   to   residential   
population   growth.     
*Block   group   1035013   has   far   more   people   in   it   according   to   the   recently   released   2019   version   of   the   American   
Community   Survey.   
  

We   used   the   same   methodology   to   compute   per   capita   OPS   access   as   was   used   in   the   
Arlington   Civic   Federation’s   2020   report,    Equity   to   Access   Open   Public   Spaces .   Per   capita   OPS   
access   is   determined   by   the   amount   of   available   county   green   OPS   per   person   within   500   
meters   of   each   census   block   group.   OPS   is   defined   as   a   county   park   facility,   excluding   sports   
fields,   parking   lots,   and   buildings,   that   is   open   to   all   without   reservation   or   restriction. 2     
  

Access   for   residents   of   each   census   block   group   is   computed   and   reported   for   each   census   
block   by    percentile ,   which   is   the   percent   of   Arlington   residents   who   have   worse   per   capita   OPS   

2  For   more   details   on   how   OPS   per   person   was   calculated,   see   the   report    Equity   to   Access   Open   Public   
Spaces .   
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Block   Group   Median   
Income   

Total  Black  Hispanic   or   
Latino  

Estimated   Population   
Growth  

1035011   $101,068  1,026  117  135  0  

1035012   $66,771   1,382  76  174  2,500  

1035013   $106,473  772*  0  83  3,500  

1035021   $118,713   3,385  518  475  6,000  

1035022   n/a  921  249  30  0  

https://arlington-analytics.com/papers/parks2020.pdf
https://arlington-analytics.com/papers/parks2020.pdf
https://arlington-analytics.com/papers/parks2020.pdf


access.   This   statistic   is   the   same   as   the   statistic   that   is   commonly   used   to   score   on   
standardized   tests   reporting   by   percentile   of   test-takers   who   had   the   same   or   a   worse   score.   In   
this   case,   we   use   the    percentile    to   describe   per   capita   OPS   access.   To   use   a   concrete   example,   
if   the   1,382   residents   in   census   block   group   1035012   (North   River   House)   have   an   OPS   
percentile   of   18   percent,   that   means   that   18   percent   of   Arlington   residents   have   per   capita   OPS   
that   is   as   good   as   or   worse   than   the   1,382   residents   in   North   River   House.   Lower   percentiles   
mean   worse   access   to   OPS   relative   to   other   Arlington   residents.     

  
The   Pentagon   City   Planning   Study   
anticipates   at   least   two   to   three   times   
increase   in   existing   site   density   (see   
slide   to   the   left).   Based   on   a   roughly   2.5   
times   increase   in   density,   we   anticipate   
12,000   new   residents,   an   estimate   
broadly   consistent   with    alternate   
population   estimates    (see   page   2).   Large   
amounts   of   infill   around   River   House   as   
well   as   further   development   to   the   east   
lead   to   projected   population   increases   in   
three   of   the   five   census   block   groups.   
We   roughly   estimate   that   about   half   of   

new   residents   will   live   in   new   infill   on   the   River   House   property   and   about   half   of   new   residents   
in   buildings   east   of   the   Pentagon   City   Mall   as   outlined   in   the   right   column   of   Table   1.     
  

The   Three   Primary   OPS   Scenarios   
  

Scenario   1:   Current   Configuration   
  

In   Figure   1,   we   examine   how   the   current   park   configuration   in   Pentagon   City   services   its   
residents,   now   and   in   the   future.   In   this   scenario,   Hopper   Park   remains   at   its   current   location.   
We   present   per   capita   OPS   percentiles   under   current   population   figures   (approximately   8,000   
residents)   and   under   anticipated   future   population   figures   (approximately   20,000   residents).   
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Figure   1:   Existing   OPS   access   in   Pentagon   City   

Currently,   only   one   of   the   five   census   block   groups,   1035021,   has   above   median   access   to   open   
space.   The   relatively   high   per   capita   OPS   for   this   area   is   due   to   marginal   access   to   Long   Bridge   
Park,   which   is   realistically   beyond   walking   distance   to   a   large   fraction   of   the   people   living   in   this   
block   group.   The   other   four   block   groups   have   poor   access   to   per   capita   OPS   ranging   from   18th  
to   26th   percentile.   The   lowest   median   income   block   group,   1035012   also   has   the   worst   access   
to   green   space.   It   sits   at   the   18th   percentile,   meaning   that   it   has   better   access   to   green   OPS   
than   about   1   out   of   every   5   county   residents,   which   means   that   4   out   of   5   county   residents   enjoy   
greater   natural   benefits   from   OPS   than   the   residents   in   1035012.   
  

Increasing   the   number   of   residents   leads   to   a   marked   decline   in   access   to   OPS.   The   lowest   
median   income   block   group,   1035012,   falls   to   the   12th   percentile,   meaning   that   it   only   has   OPS   
access   as   good   as   about   1   in   10   county   residents.   Block   group   1035011   falls   from   the   20th   to   
the   14th   percentile.   Under   current   development   plans,   residents   who   use   private   open   space   to   
compensate   for   the   lack   of   county   OPS   resources   lose   in   two   ways:   They   have   to   share   county   
OPS   with   a   huge   influx   of   new   residents   and   they   lose   access   to   the   benefits   from   private   open   
space   as   development   fills   in   these   spaces.   
  

This   example   shows   how   residents   of   Pentagon   City   who   live   in   lower   income   areas,   who   
already   have   some   of   the   worst   access   to   the   benefits   from   OPS,   bear   the   cost   of   additional   
density.     
  

Scenario   2:   Move   Hopper   Park   South   
  

The   second   scenario,   shown   in   Figure   2,   illustrates   the   effects   of   moving   Hopper   Park   to   the   
south.   In   this   scenario,   the   existing   Hopper   Park   is   in   red,   is   removed,   and   the   new   one   is   
shown   in   the   blue   rectangle.   Note   that   the   OPS   here   does   not   include   the   loss   in   private   open   
green   space,   which   will   be   lost   as   the   old   Hopper   Park   is   developed   with   new   residences.       
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Block   Group   Percentile:   
8,000   

Residents   

Percentile:   
20,000   

Residents   

1035011   20%   14%   

1035012   18%   12%   

1035013   23%   17%   

1035021   70%*   54%*   

1035022   26%   20%   



  
Figure   2:    Hopper   Park   “Moved”   South   

Moving   Hopper   Park   to   a   more   southern   location   leads   to   very   little   improvement   in   access   to   
OPS   for   anyone—both   lower-income   and   higher-income   residents—relative   to   the   current   
configuration.   The   second   column,   “Percentile:   Current   Population”   is   OPS   access   for   residents   
today   without   any   relocation.   The   third   column   shows   OPS   access   without   moving   Hopper   Park   
with   20,000   residents;   the   fourth   column   shows   OPS   access   after   moving   Hopper   Park.   Both   
scenarios   with   20,000   residents   are   extremely   similar,   but   considerably   lower   than   the   scenario   
with   8,000   residents.   We   conclude   that   moving   Hopper   park   makes   no   meaningful   difference   in   
OPS   access   for   Pentagon   City   residents.   
  

Scenario   3:   Additional   OPS   considered   
  

Scenario   3,   shown   in   Figure   3,   demonstrates   how   much   new   open   space   is   necessary   to   
preserve   comparable   access   for   most   Pentagon   City   residents.   In   this   scenario,   four   park   
changes   are   considered.     
  

The   first   is   extending   Hopper   Park   both   north   into   the   parking   lot   and   south   along   Joyce   Street   
(the   green   area   is   the   existing   park   footprint,   the   blue   area   surrounding   it   is   the   extension).   The   
second   is   converting   about   1.5   acres—approximately   the   size   of   one   of   the   fields—in   Virginia  
Highlands   park   to   unrestricted   OPS.   The   third   change   is   an   additional   OPS   at   the   south   end   of   
the   River   House   complex.   The   fourth   is   adding   an   area   of   OPS   at   the   intersection   of   Army-Navy   
Drive   and   In   Figure   3,   we   show   OPS   access   under   this   scenario.   
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Block   
Group   

Percentile:   
8,000   

Residents,   
no   Park   

Move   

Percentile:   
20,000   

Residents,   
without   

Park  
Move   

Percentile:   
20,000   

Residents   
with   Park   

Move   

1035011   21%   14%   16%   

1035012   19%   12%   13%   

1035013   24%   17%   18%   

1035021   70%*   54%*   55%*   

1035022   27%   20%   20%   



  
Figure   3:    Approximately   8.5   Acres   of   New   OPS   

In   Figure   3,   we   compare   the   second   column   to   the   fourth   column.   The   second   column   shows   
OPS   access   currently   and   the   fourth   column   shows   OPS   access   per   capita   with   the   anticipated   
increase   in   residents   as   well   as   8.5   acres   of   additional   OPS.   Overall,   this   new   space   makes   the   
percentiles   across   those   two   columns   broadly   comparable,   except   for   1035021.     
  

This   scenario   shows   that   for   all   of   the   census   block   groups—excluding   1035021—about   eight   
acres   of   OPS   is   necessary   to   preserve   current,   below-median   access   to   OPS   for   many   
Pentagon   City   residents.   This   scenario   demonstrates   that,   as   Pentagon   City   plans   to   admit   a   
huge   number   of   new   residents,   preserving   residents’   access   to   the   benefits   of   OPS   will   require   
a   very   large   investment   in   new   OPS   to   serve   current   and   new   residents’   needs.   Even   in   this   
case,   however,   residents   will   remain   worse   off   as   lots   of   private,   natural   green   space   is   
converted   to   new   residences.     
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Block   
Group   

Percentile:   
8,000   

Residents   

Percentile:   
8,000   

Residents   
with   8.5   
Acres   of   

New   OPS   

Percentile   -   
20,000   

Residents   
with   8.5   
Acres   of   

New   OPS   

1035011   21%   32%   19%   

1035012   19%   31%   18%   

1035013   24%   35%   22%   

1035021   70%*   73%*   57%*   

1035022   27%   38%   26%   


